Use innovation from Ebnat to strengthen
your market position

Everything Ebnat makes has both
flexibility and stability.

We support you by means of a professional

For its Swiss Move line, Ebnat Switzerland

consulting service on site and on the telephone,

is bound by the pledges and obligations

as well as innovative quality products, combined

of its FSC® certification from the WWF Forest

with superior presentation at the point of sale.

Stewardship Council.

Swiss Move brings movement, giving you a
competitive edge and strengthening your market

FSC® is the only internationally-valid wood
label. It stands for nature-orientated and
socially-responsible forest cultivation
and use of wood from our forests, which
are checked on an ongoing basis and only
We do this for our native population,
producers, consumers, plants and animals
that depend on our forests.

With Ebnat you can deliver
quality to your customers.
Your customers will be most enthusiastic.
Swiss Move is simple, ingenious and practical.
Thanks to the rotating, articulated joint, all
cleaning work can be performed flexibly and
efficiently, whilst also being kind to furniture –
and to your back.
159574

Our management system is certified according

128918

to ISO 9001/14001, enabling us to be able to offer
you services and environmentally-aware products
that are quality-tested.
As a company devoted to innovation, tradition
and our region, we form part of Switzerland’s
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work. No more bending down, moving furniture or tiresome
getting down on your knees… with the fixable and rotating handle,
you can sweep up, down, around, and any which way.
Above all, innovations must be to the advantage of the user.
This means using the tried and tested and creating optimal added
value with good ideas. We’ve succeeded in doing this with
the flexible, articulated handle joint - it’s quite simply ingenious!
Turn the thread of floor brush, then the articulated joint opens
and the handle becomes manoeuvrable. This enables you to sweep
underneath furniture, crossways, in a circle, lengthways or
at an angle. And, if you like, also quite normally. Turn the thread
again, and the articulated joint becomes fixed and
the handle holds firmly.
The scrubbing brush is similar. Thanks to automatic locking in place
every 90 degrees,the scrubbing brush can be used with the
head in botha longitudinal direction and in the original setting.

easy position changing of the scrubbing brush
head thanks to 90-degree joint locking

practical and useful

With Swiss Move, movement has finally come into daily cleaning

manoeuvrable and efficient

modern and user-friendly

Typical Ebnat – simply genius!

scraper edge for stubborn dirt

demonstrably improved cleaning thanks
to a double ring of soft bristles

there’s almost nowhere you can’t reach
by opening the rotating articulated joint

the cotton cloth is held optimally on the scrubbing brush thanks to a simple cloth holder

Swiss beechwood and pure horsehair

